WHO DOES THIS APPLY TO: WVOEMS certified ALS Providers that maintain a National Registry certification at the BLS level.

Individuals that fall into this category have a valid WVOEMS certification at the ALS provider level but also have a valid National Registry certification at the BLS level. In order to recertify utilizing National Registry it will be necessary to create an additional National Registry account at the ALS level. The down side is that these individuals must maintain two National Registry accounts, however, you may utilize your ALS education to meet the requirements outlined in the BLS account.

National Registry accounts are created utilizing a social security number so you will be unable to open an ALS account without National Registry assigning you a pseudo number which you will want to store for future reference. The process will be as follows:

- Contact Tammy Schultz at National Registry via email: tschultz@nremt.org.
- Copy and paste the following into the email, fill in the blanks, and attach a copy of your driver’s license:

  Tammy,
  I am a WV ALS provider that maintains a National Registry account at the BLS level. I need to create an ALS account to meet the requirements of re-certification in West Virginia.
  
  -National Registry BLS certification number:____________________
  -WVOEMS certification number: WV____________________

  I have attached a copy of my driver’s license to this email. Thank you for assistance.

  Respectfully,
  ______________________________

- Tammy will assign you a pseudo number to register your ALS account and will contact you with further directions.